Device fabrication often requires materials that are either reliably conducting, reliably semiconducting, or reliably non-conducting. Bilayer graphene (BLG) changes from a superconductor [1] to a semiconductor [2] depending on it's stacking, but because it is difficult to control its stacking, it is not a reliable material for device fabrication [3, 4] . Using DFTB+ [5] , this work demonstrates that bilayers of graphenylene, net-C, and net-W can be reliably used for device fabrication without knowing the details of their stackings. Bilayers of graphenylene and net-C are semiconducting for all sheer displacements, net-W is conducting for all sheer displacements, while that Type II, like BLG, is conducting or semiconducting depending on the sheer displacement. The method used gives bond lengths, unit cell dimensions, and band dispersion of single-layer graphene that are consistent with previously reported values, it correctly predicts that AB stacking is the ground state of BLG and gives an interlayer separation that is consistent with previous studies. The bond lengths and lattice constants of the other carbon allotropes are consistent with previously published values. In order to calculate the band structures the bilayer systems, DFTB+ was first used to determined the interlayer separations of the 2-D carbon allotropes under shear displacement.
Introduction
The ground state of carbon is graphite; a layered solid made up of single-atom-thick sheets of carbon held together by dispersive forces. The sheets, called graphene, are formed by carbon atoms each in an sp2 valence electron configuration, that interlink into a hexagonal pattern, shown in Figure 1 (a), via sigma and pi-pi bonds (often denoted together as pi-bonds). The first modern, reproducible synthesis of graphene as a new and separate allotrope of carbon was experimentally discovered in the early part of this century [6] . Because the gapless nature of graphene is troublesome for specific applications, methods to create a band gap have been investigated [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] . One method for opening a band gap is by applying an electric field across bilayer graphene (BLG) [6] . Stacking sequence and twist angle play essential roles in the properties of BLG [14] . For example, the electronic structures of the layers decouple in twisted BLG for twist angles > 10
• , while BLG can become superconducting at so-called magic angles [15, 3, 1] . Thus, while graphene, and by extension BLG, is a promising material other similar materials might be better suited to industrial processing.
Graphenylene, also called biphenylene-carbon (BPC) [16] , was recently synthesized using the chemical precursor 1,3,5-trihydroxybenzene [17] . It is in the P6/mmm space group [18] , similar to graphene, but with the C6 rings in the place of graphene's carbon atoms with bonds between unit cells formed by the creation of C4 rings, as can be seen in Figure 1 
(b).
Email address: junkerme@hawaii.edu (Chad E. Junkermeier) Linking of the biphenylene groups forms C12 rings. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations demonstrate that BPC based structures are stable up to thousands of degrees [19, 20] . Three other biphenylene based carbon allotropes, each with 4-, 6-, and 8-member rings (C8) have also been proposed. The first, net-C [21] , represented in Figure 1 (c) is in the space group Pmmm. Simulated IR spectrum of net-C finds that all vibrational wave numbers are real, indicating the allotrope is stable [22] . Computed band structures of net-C range from metallic to a band gap of 2 eV [21, 23, 24] . The 2-D allotrope in 1 (d), space group Pm, has only been discussed in one paper of which we know, and then just long enough to be given the moniker "Type II" [25] . Net-W, represented in Figure 1 (e), is in space group Cmmm [26] . Phonon-mode analysis and MD simulations at 300 K suggest that net-W is structurally stable [26] . One previously reported net-W band structure report results that suggest it is metallic in nature [26] , while another indicates that it is a zero-gap semiconductor [27] . These structures, when studied, are often considered for use cases involving lithium storage [28, 29] and gas separation [18] .
This work aimed to determine the ground state stacking configurations of graphenylene, net-C, Type II, and net-W. It gives the relative energies, interlayer spacings, and band gaps change as one sheet is displaced with respect to another. The results in this work compare well to previously published values. It also discusses the minimum energy displacement paths between pairs of ground state configurations. These results demonstrate that compared with graphene the energy cost of sheering motions is much higher. An accurate description of the ground state configurations of theses bilayer structures has not yet been discussed in the literature. This work provides an essential first step into discussing a range of new possibilities for devices constructed from these materials.
Methodology
The structures studied in this work are the bilayer analogs of graphene, graphenylene, net-C, Type II, and net-W. Geometry optimizations of the single layer structures were performed using the density functional based tight binding (DFTB) method, implemented in DFTB+ [30, 5, 31] . DFTB+ has near density functional theory (DFT) precision in electronic structure calculations while being significantly faster than DFT. It is based on a second-order expansion of the Kohn-Sham energy defined in DFT [30, 32] . In the present work, we used a particular parametrization, intended to describe systems of interest for materials science, as implemented in the matsci SlaterKoster files [33, 34] . Dispersion terms were included through the use of Lennard-Jones potentials with the requisite parameters taken from the Universal Force Field (UFF) [35, 36, 37] . For geometry optimization, a conjugate gradient algorithm was used imposing a maximum force difference of 10 −5 and a maximum tolerance of 10 −4 as convergence criteria for the geometrical search and the SCC iterations. The Monkhorst-Pack grid that converged the ground state energy was determined separately for each system; 96x96x1 for graphene, 16x16x1 for graphenylene, and 32x32x1 for each of the octafunctionalized biphenylenes (net-C, Type II, net-W).
Relative positions in a bilayer system are defined by the displacement vector, D(a, b, h) = aA + bB + hẑ,
where A and B are the in-plane lattice vectors, a and b form the ordered pair [a, b] ∈ F, where F is given by the set theoretic equations A = {a|a = 0.02n, n ∈ N 0 ∧ n ≤ 50} (2) B = {b|b = 0.02n + 0.01, n ∈ N 0 ∧ n < 50} (3)
which parameterize the in-plane displacement, and h ∈ {3.3, 3.325, 3.35, ..., 3.6},
is the out-of-plane displacement (interlayer separation) of one sheet with respect to the other. In Equations 2 and 3 N 0 are the natural numbers including zero, n is an element of the natural numbers less than (or equal to) 50, thus a = 0.02n (or b = 0.02n + 0.1) when n is defined as above. At each displacement, D(a, b, h), the total energy was computed using a single point calculation. The single point calculations prevent unstable configurations from relaxing into more stable configurations.
The optimum interlayer spacing, h opt (a, b) was determined by fitting a Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) model to the interlayer spacing versus energy curve. The curve fittings of the energy versus interlayer spacing had a maximum residual sum of squares value of 3.3e-06, demonstrating that the curves well describe the energies and interlayer spacings. DFTB+ was then used to calculate band structures at each minimum energy displacement D(a, b, h opt (a, b)). The out-of-plane bounding box was set to 30 Å.
Results and Discussion
As validation, the method was first used to study single layer and bilayer graphenes. Figure 1 (a) and Table 1 show that the C-C bond lengths and lattice vectors are in agreement with the commonly accepted values. The present method gives a Dirac cone at the K high symmetry point in momentum space, see Figure 2 (a), consistent with previous studies [38] . As further validation the method was used to scan the displacement space of bilayer graphene (BLG). Figure 1 and Table 1 contain the presently computed bond lengths and lattice constants of single layers of graphenylene, net-C, Type II, and net-W which compare well with published values. Band dispersion plots of these structures are presented in Figure 4 . For single layer graphenylene this method results in a band gap of 1.04 eV, which is significantly larger than values given by DFT with GGA functionals (i.e. 0.034 eV [48] , 0.025 eV [18] , 0.033 eV [49] ) but only three percent smaller than the value given by DFT with the hybrid functional B3LYP, 1.08 eV [45] . The band gap values reported in the literature are expected because DFT is known to underestimate band gap values when using either LDA or GGA functionals and hybrid functionals generally find band gap values close to experimental values. DFTB+ often gives results that are near experimental values, in part, because the Fermi compression in solids is compensated by the excited nature of compressed spherical orbitals [50] . With the present method Net-C has a band gap of 0.488 eV, much lower than the 2 eV band gap found by Tyutyulkov et al. and contrary the metallic band structure found by Hudspeth et al. [21, 23] . Type II has a band gap of 0.17 eV. While net-W is conducting in nature, as was found by Wang et al. [26] but contrary to the zero gap semiconductor found by Xu et al. [27] .
The graphs in Figure 5 show how the relative total energies change with with [A, B, h opt (a, b)]-displacement for the Table 1 .En. [meV] (a) (b)Computing the relative energy per unit area for each bilayer structure discussed in this work shows that the greatest change in energy per unit area happens with BLG, likely because BLG has more atoms per unit area, thus larger steric effects per unit area. Figure 6 presents the optimum interlayer spacing, h opt , of each bilayer given with respect to [a, b]-displacement. For graphenylene, the interlayer spacing at all of the minimum energy displacements is 3.41 Å. These points also correspond to the minimum interlayer spacing for graphenylene. The maximum interlayer spacing for graphenylene happens at AA stacking with h opt = 3.48 Å. The minimum energy displacements for net-C have interlayer spacings of h opt = 3.42 Å. Contrary to what we see in BLG, the minimum energy position does not(a)(b)(c)(a)(b)(c)always correspond to the minimum interlayer spacing. Bilayers of graphenylene, net-C, and net-W all have a predicted minimum interlayer spacing at a point other than the minimum energy position; though they are within 0.03 lattice constant of the energy minimum. This difference between the minimum interlayer spacing and minimum energy positions might be due to small errors associated with the fitting process or may be due to the coarse nature of the AB plane parameterization not finding the actual minimum positions. Figure 7 details how electronic structure around the Fermi energy changes for each bilayer as one layer is displace from the other by [a, b, h opt (a, b). Bilayer graphenylene band gaps, presented in Figure 7 (a), range from 0.878 eV to 1.04 eV with the minimum energy positions having a band gap of 1.02 eV. The band gaps of bilayer net-C, Figure 7 (b), range from 309 meV to 496 meV, with a band gap of 424 meV at the minimum energy positions. These results demonstrate that it is possible to use these materials to create a device that has a reliable band gap without BLG's need for ensuring a proper stacking configuration. The band gaps of bilayer Type II, Figure 7 (c), range(a)(b)(c)Figure 7 (d), is conducting for in-plane displacements. Again, this demonstrates that we could produce a bilayer that is conducting without needing to ensure a particular stacking configuration.
For conductors, such as net-W, the density of states (DOS) at the Fermi energy is a significant quantity used in computing many materials properties, such as heat capacity and spin susceptibility [51, 52] . The DOS and the atomic orbital resolved partial DOS (PDOS) of the in-plane displacements of net-W were computed. The PDOS was computed for the sand p-orbitals of the 4-member ring carbons, and then the rest of the carbon atoms. The estimated DOS (and PDOS) at the Fermi level was computed by linear interpolation. Nearly two-thirds of the DOS at the Fermi level is made up of 4-member ring p-orbitals while the rest is made up almost entirely of the other carbon atoms in the unit cell (which are part of 6-member rings) p-orbitals. The PDOS give maximum and minimum values at different in-plane displacements for the 4-and 6-member rings, with the maximum (minimum) of the DOS being in nearly the same position as the 6-member ring PDOS maximum (minimum) position. Figure 8 displays the electron charge density isosurfaces at the constant value ρ c = 0.01 (ρ c = 1.0 would indicate the charge of one electron) for (a) graphenylene, (b) net-C, (c) Type II and (d) net-W supercells. In the before-mentioned figure, one can see that, in all cases, the presence of regions with no charge, forming pores indicating the electrostatic effect imposed by the underlying porous atomic lattices. Particularly, it is interesting to note that graphenylene and net-W lattices present large pores quite close to each other while net-C and Type II bilayers have smaller pores and bigger density of small holes on the surface. The geometrical configuration of the electrostatic pores in these materials will be relevant in their use in molecular docking and molecular separation. Figure 9 shows 2-dimensional maps for the four structures cited above. In these maps, for each position in a plane parallel to the lattice, the density was integrated in the z-(i.e., perpendicular) direction in the region of the bilayer. These maps show a higher electron density in a few regions, especially when there are bonds crossing. Dark regions indicate low or null densities and are noted mostly in the presence of superposed pores of both layers. On the other hand, Figure  10 shows 2-dimensional maps of the calculated charge density difference between the value that would be found considering a superposition of neutral atoms and the actual charges found after the SCC calculation. The presented results were also integrated along z-direction for each point. This calculation indicates approximately the charge exchanges between different parts of the atomic structure. Our results suggest a tendency of the electrons of the system to transfer from carbon atoms to regions between adjacent atoms, where the shared pairs of electrons should be most of the time in covalent bonds. Figure 11 gives the minimum energy stacking fault paths between pairs of ground state displacements. The paths were determined using network analysis where the nodes of the graph are the displacements described in Equation 1. The cost along each edge is the absolute value of the change in energy between connected nodes. A breadth-first search function was used to find the path with the lowest total cost [53] . In bilayer graphene, there are two minima energy positions in a unit cell, at AB and AB' stacking. Figure 11 (a) shows four unit cells of bilayer graphene in displacement space. In the graphitic systems the paths between all ground state positions are invariant under translational and rotational symmetry; thus only one path is shown. In this case, an energy barrier between neighboring AB-stacking positions has a height of 0.48 meV. Bilayer graphenylene paths were computed for three pairs of energy minima. All three bilayer paths have energy barriers that are larger than the BLG energy barrier. Except for one very short path in net-C systems, the energy barriers of all the biphenylene systems are significantly larger than in BLG. The greater bar- riers indicate that these systems undergo sheering motion less readily than graphitic systems.
Summary
The possible device applications of these bilayers are manifold. For example, replacing multilayer graphene oxide, which is known to degrade with time [54] , with layers of the more inert graphenylene (or net-C) in flexible thin film transistor [55] . The conducting nature of bilayer (or few-layer) net-W may find use in flexible transparent conductors [56, 57] , anodes for novel alkali (and alkaline earth) metal-based fuel cells [58] , and in emerging battery technologies [59, 60] . In many cases, the porous nature of the carbon allotropes discussed in this work is a desirable feature in either the device processing or in the device itself. For example, depending on the degree of strain, lithium and some small molecules have been shown to propagate through a graphenylene surface [44, 49] . While this porous nature has been studied in terms of gas separation and lithium adsorption, it also means that layers of a material could be easily doped.
Industrial scale device fabrication requires materials with reliable electronic properties. This work found three bilayer systems with stable electronic properties under in-plane displacement. Bilayers of graphenylene and net-C are semiconducting for all sheer displacements, and net-W is conducting for all sheer displacements. Whereas, bilayer Type II, like BLG, is conducting or semiconducting depending on the sheer displacement. The method used for our calculations correctly predicted bond lengths, unit cell dimensions, and band dispersion of both SLG and of the biphenylenes that have been studied previously. It further demonstrates that the method correctly predicts that AB stacking is the ground state of BLG and gives an interlayer separation that is consistent with previous studies. Thus, this work demonstrated that three of the materials studied here are reliably either conducting or semiconducting as bilayers making them good candidates for device fabrication.
Further work could include the effects of rotation on band structures [61, 14, 40] , computing elastic constants [62], the modeling of the effect of electrical bias on the bilayers [63] , or computing thermal conductivities [64] .
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